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A MEASUREMENT OF THE DAILY FOOD INTAKE 
IN FREE-LIVING INDIVIDUALS 

ABSTRACT: The method of determina naliger Automatischer Temperatur Logger 
tion of the amount of food ingested from the (EA TL) and the Single Channel Unit Proces
cormorant stomach temperature measure sor (SICUP). The weight of taken food was 
ments is described. Two different units were determined with a mean accuracy of 80%. 
used to record stomach temperature of free KEY WORDS: cormorant, daily food 
living and captive cormorants: the Einka- intake, stomach temperature 

1. INTRODUCTION 

As fish predators, cormorants Pliala study pellets or stomach contents to learn 
crocorax carbo often enter into competi about their diet. However, it has been 
tion with man. Thus, a field considered shown that both of these methods have 
important to research is diet. Cormorants, serious drawbacks (Duffy and 
like most seabirds, are rarely observed La u re n s o n 1983, G r c m i 11 e t 1993, 
capturing prey, so investigators generally Zijlstra and van Eerden 1995). 

2. METHOD 

In 1992, W i Ison et al. (1992) sug hatched zone in Fig. 1) can be rela tcd to 
gested a method for the direct measure the energy the bird must invest to warrn 
ment of food intake in seabirds. This its prey to body temperature. This energy 
method is based on the fact that the intake is a function of the temperature difference 
of cold food in homeotherms leads to between predator and prey (water tem
a drop in stomach temperature, followed perature), the specific heat capacity of the 
by an exponential warming (Fig. 1 ). The prey (which is taken to be the specific 
area under the temperature asymptote (the heat capacity of water) and its mass. 
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0 " Fig. 1. Idealized prey ingestion event as 

recorded by a stomach temperature 
sensor. An initial sharp drop in 
temperature due to the appearance of 
cold prey in the stomach is followed by 
an exponential temperature rise as the 
prey is warmed to body temperature 
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If the rate at which birds can supply The electronics fit in a water-tight, tita
energy to their ingesta is determined by nium housing and the temperature of the 
feeding cor111orants fish of known mass, surface of the housing is recorded and 
the amount of food eaten by a free-living stored once every 16 seconds. An inter
bird can be subsequently determined by face is used to allow the units to com
simply recording its stomach temperature municate with a computer via which they 
( see G r e m i 11 e t 199 3). may be programmed and data accessed. 

Two different units have been de I utilised these units both in captive 
veloped to record stomach temperature of 

cormorants Plzalacrocorax carbo sinensis 
free-living seabirds, with masses of 80 

and free-ranging bank cormorants P. ne
and 17 g respectively: the Einkanaliger 

glectus. The devices were administered in Automatischer Tcmperatur Logger 
a fish and rejected by the birds as a pellet (EATL; Elcutec Gmbh) and the Slngle 
after a maximum period of 24 hours. The Channel Unit Processor (SICUP; Driesen 

and Kem Gmbh). These units essentially weights of 42 different fish fed to the 

consist of a RAM-chip, a quartz clock, a birds were back-calculated with a mean 

temperature sensor and a lithium battery. accuracy of 80%. 

3. RESULTS 

The daily amount of food eaten Five bank cormorants regurgitated 

by captive cormorants was similar for their temperature sensors together with 
indigestible prey remains in the fo11n of birds equipped with temperature sensors 
pellets. I compared the amounts of prey (309 g, s = 120, n = 16) and for controls 
determined from the pellet-contents with (336 g, s = 98, n = 16), which indicates 
the results of the temperature recordings. 

that the units do not inhibit feeding. The 
Stomach temperature changes indicate 

intake of 62 prey-items by 7 free-living 
a total of 42 prey-items ingested whereas 

bank cormorants during 18 foraging trips the pellets contained the remains of only 
was recorded (see e.g. Fig. 2) and the 8 prey. 
mean daily food intake of these birds Although the deployment of stomach 
determined to be 282 g (s = 150, n = 5, temperature loggers in free-living cor
range = 193-547 g; bank cormorants morants results in some loss of units due 

weigh ea 2000 g (Cooper 1984). to regurgitation away from breeding 
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Fig. 3. Stomach temperature changes in 
a free-Jiving bank cormorant over 22 
hours. Thin horizontal bars indicate 
periods when the bird was at sea. The 
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Fig. 4. Changes in stomach temperature 
in a free-living bank cormorant during a 
foraging trip when no prey were ingested 
demonstrating the cooling effect of the 
water. The horizontal bar shows the time ..c 

the bird was at sea ~ 37 
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colonies (in my study the losses of 38% ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: This work was 
supported by the Institut fur Meereskunde, Kiel, occurred), this new method appears 
Germany and the Percy FitzPatrick Institute of promising in dietary studies. In addition, 
African Ornithology, Cape Town, South Africa. 

stomach temperature data enable one to I am particular) y grateful to Rory Wilson for his 
examine bird activity and energetics (Figs support in all phases of this work and to Andrea 
3 and 4; see also Gr em i 11 c t 1993). Plos for her commitment during field work. 
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4. SUMMARY 

Two different units were used to record 
stomach temperature of free-living and captive 
cormorants: the Einkanaliger Automatischer 
Temperatur Logger (EA TL) and the Single 
Channel Unit Processor (SICUP). Stomach tem
perature fluctuates when cold food is eaten, 
and when such changes are recorded they can 
be analysed so as to determine the amount of 

food indested. The temperature probes were 
used both in captive great cormorants and 
in free-Jiving bank cormorants. Despite a high 
rejection rate of the devices, the weight of 
103 food items between 7 and 310 g was deter
mined with a mean accuracy of 80%. In addi
tion, stomach temperature was positively related 
to activity. 

5. POLISH SUMMARY 

Do pomiaru temperatury zolqdka, zar6wno 
wolnozyjqcych jak i trzymanych w niewoli kor
moran6w, stosowano dwa rodza je przyrz.qd6w: 
Einkanaliger Automatischer Temperatur Logger 
(EA TL) oraz Single Channel Unit Processor 
(SICUP). Temperatura zolqdka ulega n11ianie 
w momencie zjadania zimnego pokarmu i anali
za zapisu takich zmian pozwala na ocen<r masy 
poJkni<ttej zdobyczy. Zapis tempcratury zotqdka 

prowadzomo u trzymanych w niewoli kormo
ran6w Plzalacrocorax carbo oraz u wolnozy
jqcych kormoran6w P/1. neglectus. Pomimo, ze 
ptaki cz~sto wymiotowaly wprowadzone do 
iotqdka przyrzqdy, udalo si<t dokonac, ze sred
niq dokladnosciq 80%, pomiaru masy 103 porcji 
pokarmu, o masie od 7 do 310 g. Stwierdzono 
takze dodatniq korelacj<r pomi<cdzy temperaturq 
zot3idka a aktywnosciq ptak6w. 
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